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Abstract 

The kitchen can be defined as a temporal space for enforcing a kind of discipline by subjecting its occupants to silent 
injustice. It is a space where justice has been consistently denied. It has possibilities of being qualified as ‘a second space’ or ‘a 
woman’s space’. The portico which connects a house to the outside world is typically considered to be a Man’s space; on the other 
hand, the kitchen, apart from being considered a cooking place, is looked upon as a woman’s space. This study attempts to inquire into 
what sort of a model for discourse the Malayalam film has marked the kitchen in the cultural milieu of Kerala. It is based on Geo 
Baby’s film The Great Indian Kitchen released in 2021 that kitchen scenes have been analyzed in this study. It is as a film that has 
smashed the general perception of patriarchy in regard to the kitchen that this film has been chosen as a model for study. It could 
disturb deeply the existing system, a system based on patriarchy, and the general consciousness about it. The space called the kitchen, 
the concept of the kitchen, the attitude to kitchen work, women in the kitchen- all these dimensions and implications of the Malayali 
kitchen as a space for women have been subjected to critical examination in this analysis.Woman’s life in The Great Indian kitchen is 
experiential, not simply a parade of spectacles. This paper looks into how in cinema’s visual sequences, the ideal kitchen in the 
imaginings of an ideal family setup ‘shapes’ or ‘adapts’ women to suit patriarchy’s needs. 

 
Keywords: Gender Role, Naturalization, Objectification,Patriarchy,Space. 
 
Introduction 

Even after seven decades of democracy, the inner parts of our homes have not yet been democratized.The concept of the 
‘ideal family', built by installing woman as a mother and goddess, and by eulogizing her cleanliness, the taste of the food she cooks, 
and her sense of responsibility, reinforces the kitchen as a woman’s universe. All popular ‘family films’ in Malayalam have presented 
to society a stereotype of women who live out the hell of a life in their kitchens. All women in the kitchen whether it be mother, wife, 
sister, or housemaid were oppressed. According to Shaji Jacob, kitchen is the domestic grave of any Malayali woman, who has not yet 
arrived on the stage. It is a prison which is monotonous like frigid bedrooms where liberation is almost impossible. He evaluates the 
kitchen as the most antidemocratic and unfaithful space in a household (AdukkalayudeAbrajeevithamgal: 2021). To borrow the words 
of Shirin Ebadi, Nobel prize winner and human rights activist,“Women are the victims of this patriarchal culture, but they are also its 
carriers; let us keep in mind that every oppressive man was raised in the confines of his mother’s home” (Ebadi Shirin - Helen Thomas 
Interview: 2004). 

 
Literature Review 

The kitchen in Malayalam cinema is the least explored area in the field of film studies. The text ‘Malayala Cinemayile 
Adukkala’ by A. Chandrasekhar published in 2020 is a socio-political analysis of kitchen in Malayalam films. M.G Radhakrishnan’s 
‘Idilyude Rashtriyam’ and ‘Cinimayile Adukkalayum Theenmeshayum: Chila Bakashanadrishya Vicharanghal’ by Aju K. Narayanan 
and Cherry Jacob also discusses the topic kitchen in Malayalam cinema. Articles by Aparana Prashanthi such as ‘Adukkalayil 
Vevunnathu’ and P.S Sreekala;s ‘Adachu Poottunna Bharatheeya Adukkala’ are the reading on the film The Grate Indian Kitchen in 
the light of the role of kitchen in Malayalam films. 

 
The Kitchen as Woman’s Space 

Family in our films is the visual manifestation of a patriarchal system constructed by a sense of elitism. The backdrop of the 
story in Malayalam films right from the first film Vigathakumaran (1925) is mainly based on the family setup. Films such as   
Nallathanka (1950), Jeevithanauka (1951), Marumakal (1952), Randitangazhi (1958), Umma (1960), Moodupadam (1963), 
Thulabharam (1968), Ara Nazhikaneram (1970), Rajahamsam (1974), Neelatthamara (1979) etc exposed the complexities of family 
relationships. Films such as Kandambechakot (1961), Bharya (1962), Kalanjukittiya Thankam (1964), Anweshichu Kandetthiyilla 
(1967), Katalppalam (1969), Vazhve Mayam (1970), Sharapanjaram (1974), Thampuratti (1978) etc presented stereotypes of mother-
in-law, mother, and daughter-in law as obedient and subservient beings in the kitchen.The duty of becoming a good wife through 
one’s total submission to the wishes of her men and her catering to their favourite cuisine was extolled as something great. Despite the 
theme of the film being mythological or folklore based or detective or whatever, the focus of attention was always the male- centered 
family.  

 
In our films kitchen was only considered an inferior space. It was in Adukkala, a film directed by Ravi Alummood in 1969 

that a kitchen woman was depicted as the main character. That film was not released. A. Chandrasekharan observes that the 
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intolerance shown by Malayali spectators at large against even the name ‘kitchen’ was there in the case of this film (2020:134). 
Kitchen became an important part in K.G.George’s film AadaaminteVaariyellu in1983. Ashik Abu’s Salt & Pepper (2011) was an 
experimental film combining kitchen, cooking, food items, culinary flavours and so on. It was in K.S. Sethumadhavan’s Katalppalam 
(1969) that a house servant (Appu) got a prominent role for the first time in a Malayalam film. It was in cinema after the seventies that 
the kitchen was freed from mere slapstick comedy and made an integral part of the main plot. 

 
While films in the west depicted the kitchen as a common space shared between male and female, as in the case of the 

bedroom, in Malayalam films, however, kitchen was a prohibited area for men. Male cooks or cooking men appeared only in a very 
limited number of films such as Salt & Pepper (2011), Usthad Hotel (2012), Spanish Masala (2012), Kammath & Kammath (2013), 
Life of Josootty (2015), Ankamali Diaries(2017), Mayanadi(2017),  and Varathan (2018). 

 
The Great Indian Kitchen 

The Great Indian Kitchen (2021) is a Malayalam film that has smashed the stock kitchen scenes of our screen space. The film 
takes us through a few days after the marriage between two individuals, born and brought up in very different circumstances and 
introduced themselves to each other only during the interval of a tea time. A major portion of the film, as the title suggests, consists of 
scenes in the great Indian/ Keralite kitchen. The rhythm of the film is set by the sounds in the kitchen, without support of any 
background score. None of the main characters including the hero and heroine has been indicated by any name in this film. Father, 
mother, wife, husband, brother, mother-in law etc have common patterns of reference to which spectators can easily identify even 
without a name. The spectators transform themselves into these characters. 

 
Lupton Deborah has noted thus “Emotions, like food and eating are commonly regarded as the preserve of the embodied self, 

rather than the disembodied, philosophizing mind. Like food and eating practices, the emotions are traditionally linked with the 
feminine ,with the disempowered and marginalized” (1996:31). This film problematizes the space called the kitchen, defined in 
relation to femininity. 

 
There is the father who clings to tradition and condemns modernity and spends most of his time on the mobile phone. He is 

used to rice cooked on wood stove, chutney prepared in grindstone and clothes washed on a wash-stone. He did not allow his wife to 
go for work, in spite of her being a postgraduate degree holder, as he was happy to crown her as an ‘ideal housewife’ who should look 
after the family. The responsibilities entrusted with her include bringing the toothbrush with paste in the morning for him, bringing 
shoes or footwear to his feet, readily as and when he is about to move out, cooking and serving tasty food and looking after and caring 
for her husband and children.  Occasion demands that the daughter in law has to undertake this duty of house governance as the 
substitute for the mother-in-law, who had spent all her life in and around the kitchen, always busy, catering to the needs of the family. 
The shot of a girl dancing joyously cuts into the shot of snacks being fried in oil. Frames right from the beginning create the 
impression that the heroine as newly wedded bride is being brought by the bridegroom directly into the kitchen of his household. 
When the mother-in-law leaves to care for her pregnant daughter, the heroine’s kitchen life as well as family life turns into an utterly 
miserable and unbearable one. Though without any strict routine, the son’s life is not much different from that of the father. Starting 
with yoga in the morning and ending with sex in the night, the life of this school teacher is quite mechanical. There is no obstacle to 
his usual habits. She, on the other hand, when comes tired after her unending chores in the kitchen to take rest, is pained by her 
husband’s mechanical ascending and descending exercises on her in the bedroom. Bedroom scenes are interspersed with montage of 
the repulsive, nauseating and tedious shots of leftover food in that dirty kitchen. 

 
The film has been influenced by issues related to women’s entry to Sabarimala. The position of many women themselves 

which supports the unscientific belief that menstruation is impurity, is taken up for discussion in the film. The father and son, 
observing vows and about to start for a pilgrimage to Sabarimala, are troubled on account of her ’impurity’. An aunt rushes in to teach 
the newlywed girl, who had been in Gulf, the modalities to be observed during the menstrual period and to take care of her brother and 
nephew in the emergency of her menstrual untouchability. At the same time, looking at the women protesting in the street with chants 
of God’s names, the director seems to imply that woman is her own enemy. The woman’s experiences in The Great Indian Kitchen are 
not exclusively those of extreme right Hindutwa households. Similar things happen directly or indirectly inside every household in 
Kerala; very often, these go either unrecognized or unopposed,even if recognized. 

 
The father and son in the film are representatives of the same era / the same orthodoxy. One has to say not only that modern 

education has not exerted any influence on this school teacher hero, but that he has been travelling backwards in time to catch up with 
the orthodox views of his father. This is how the man, as a teacher, defines the family to his students “Family is a durable association 
of husband and wife with or without children”.However, the new bride escapes soon from the family structure which is bound by 
definitions only and where justice is denied. When she had expressed a desire to go for her favourite field of teaching dance, the father 
opposed her wish simply by ignoring it and commenting with the air of giving a compliment that the curry she made with Bengalgram 
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is very tasty! The heroine does not encounter any physical violence or verbal abuse anywhere in the film. The prison around her is 
built gradually with sweet words soaked in love. The support the mother-in-law, who had confined herself inside the house, indirectly 
gives the daughter in-law is considerable. Apart from what is visible outside, this support for the daughter in law is her own inner 
protest against being confined within the four walls of a home for ages. 

 
When one woman walks away, breaking the chains, in order to pursue her dreams, the film ends with the life of another 

woman being newly trapped inside the kitchen. The hero who expresses the optimistic hope that he can proceed, correcting his 
mistakes during the first marriage, leaves the teacup there unwashed. Really, nothing changes for that matter. 

 
What is cooking inside homes 

The film is full of tiring and disturbing scenes of the kitchen common in our daily life but rare in films-The leftovers on the 
dining table, heaps of unwashed vessels, plates and crockery, clogged wash basin filled with dirty water, leaky pipe spilling filthy 
water and that water being collected in a bucket, wastewater spilling out on the sackcloth spread on the floor, the waste pit and all such 
filth usually found in and around kitchens. These monotonous kitchen scenes appear repeatedly; it is not the initial scenes of cooking 
tongue-wetting delicious dishes that are repeated later in the film.The background soundsfor shots of couples’ photos hung on the wall 
consist of the harsh grating and grinding of coconut. The pleasant shots of the kitchen in the early parts of the film later give way to 
shots of kitchen filth and discords. The scenes of the attempts after marriage to mould the heroine into an ‘ideal housewife’ in the 
bedroom and the kitchen at husband’s home are depressing. The film convinces spectators how the kitchen slowly makes woman a 
slave of man, without her being aware of it. 

 
Meena T. Pillai has spoken about the scenes occurring repeatedly in Malayalam films of women who are cooking food, 

washing clothes scrubbing floors and cleaning house happily for their men. Though these scenes appear to be harmless,they are clever 
techniques to construct the image of an obedient woman. Through this division of labour based on gender, they are establishing 
hierarchies of power inside and outside the family, in a way that women cannot question. According to Meena T. Pillai, here women 
are constructed thus by signs in the language of cinema so as to create the impression that it is happening quite naturally and normally 
(2010:8). 

 
A wife who gets up before dawn, takes bath, applies sindoor on her forehead and her husband who comes stealthily from 

behind and embraces her- this is one of the most recurring kitchen scenes in cinema. After this stock scene, later he appears in the 
kitchen only in the last scenes of the film. All these days, even after the mother in law’s departure, except during her periods, she has 
been alone in the kitchen. She has to spend most of her time inside the kitchen, though she needs to cook only for three people. This 
should not be looked down upon as the result of her ignorance or lack of experience.The husband who is clumsy at the dining table at 
home is quite gentle and well-mannered outside. Once when dining outside, she casually remarks “After all, you know table 
manners”. He strictly prohibits her from making such remarks ever after. “It is my home, my convenience. I’ll do what I like”. It is his 
arrogance and power that he displays through his displeasureto her. Though she has done nothing wrong in this episode, his anger 
subsides only when she apologizes. 

 
Kitchen maids in Malayalam films 

Kitchen scenes in Malayalam films have always been the seat of second-rate emotions. One can recognize kitchen 
employeesjust by their looks. Either low caste people or the poor in one’s own caste were employed for domestic work. In Malayalam 
films of earlier years, the costume given to kitchenmaids were thin revealing clothes and male domestic servants were presented with 
laughable costumes and character traits. Up to a point of time kitchen in cinema was a place reserved exclusively for peculiar 
characters. Artistes such as Shankaradi, Adoor Bhasi, Bahadur, Oduvil Unnikrishnan, Alummootan, Poojappura Ravi, Mamukkoya, 
Indrans, Sukumari, Adoor Pankajam, Addoor Bhavani, Thodupuzha Vasanthi, Sreelatha, Kulappulli Leela, Thesni Khan etc were all 
kitchenfolk in the mainstream cinema. Pankajam in C.I.D 1955), Jaanu in Natotikal (1959), Kathri in Jnanasundari (1967), Ponnamma 
in Atimakal (1969), Nanippennu in Aromalunni (1972), Ammini in AdaminteVariyellu (1984), Mrs.Dick in Boeing Boeing (1985), 
Kunjamma in Kutumbapuranam (1988), Kikkilikkochamma in MazhathulliKilukkam (2002), Balamani in Nandanam(2002), 
Kunjimaalu in Neelatthamara (2009), and Sujatha in Udaharanam Sujatha (2017) are the notable kitchenmaids in Malayalam cinema. 

 
The housemaid Usha in The Great Indian Kitchen transcends all these kitchen maids by virtue of her characterization. She is 

the only character with a name in the film. The first scene she appears is when women who arrive immediately after the marriage sit 
around chatting in the bridegroom’s house- she takes away the empty glasses silently. After this silence, she dominates the film as a 
strong character speaking out her mind quite frankly. She says: “Can we live following the ways of olden times? My mother was not 
allowed inside this house; she was given only outside work. Let me tell you one thing, I go for kitchen work even during my periods. 
If I don’t work for three or four days every month, who will provide food tome? How can I educate my children?”. She tries to correct 
the superstition that a woman should not enter the kitchen during her periods by stating that she goes to work in the kitchen every day. 
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Usha in The Great Indian Kitchen is not a copy of the typical silly housemaid constantly subjected to caste insults, verbally abused, 
standing with head bent with obedience, and having lunch at last squatting on the varandah. She is quite determined to assert herself 
and tells the bride “Hey girl, you can’t live unless you assert yourself”. She frequently hums a song from the oral tradition of the 
Paluva language of the Paraya community. 

 
Orukutamchaaru,olliyatutthaalchollaam 

Orumilinthiyilkaaliyaakku 
Marumilinthiyilmanamottu……….1 

 

Apart from her freedom of spirit, the song reflects the politics of language also.Challenging the evil custom of isolating 
women during their periods, asserting that one has to work if one has to live, taking pride in her caste identity, the struggle for survival 
put up by Usha is an inspiration not only to the heroine of the film but to all women.“In India as well as Kerala, the cultural locale of 
the kitchen has been defined as woman’s space. Naturally, the concept of the kitchen has taken deep-roots in the consciousness of 
Malayalis, both men and women, relying on male centered patriarchal view. It is a social system where a woman who doesn’t enter 
the kitchen is considered a pervert; and one who does is considered a harmless animal” (A. Chandrasekhar: 2020: 29). 
 

This is a country where religious faith and moral codes are invoked in order to condemn women to the kitchen, menstruation 
shed and superstitions perpetually. The film speaks against this system politics that disturbs patriarchy. The dirty waste water the 
heroine angrily pours on the hero actually falls on the power consciousness of the average Malayali middleclass male. She steps out of 
her husband’s home after inflicting a fatal blow to the patriarchal dictum that a woman must burn out her entire life inside a dirty 
kitchen. What becomes highlighted behind her is the picture of numerous women, sweeping the backyard, washing dirty linen, bathing 
the babe, toiling with all the domestic chores. 
 
Discussion 

The Grate Indian kitchen too, however, has not been liberated from the label of a traditional Malayali kitchen of a Nayar 
family. Even then, the film succeeds as it has portrayed the real heat and feel of the kitchen, as distinct from its delicious menus and 
sumptuous feasts. Unfortunately, even in this twenty first century, the renowned Kerala renaissance which had taken women from the 
kitchen to the stage and from there to the workplace is still speaking about the need to liberate women from the kitchen. The 
experience of a woman who had to desert her husband’s home in the play ‘Thozhil Kendratthilekku'2 continues in this film. The pity is 
that this postmodern girl has still to step out of the same front door which Ibsen’s Nora slammed shut behind her in 1879. A criticism 
leveled against the film is that it positions within the postmodern idea that liberation is to be achieved individually, one by one (P.S. 
Sreekala: Deshabimani: 2021: 31). Even accepting the criticism that the film could not address the society to be liberated in its totality, 
it would be appropriate to evaluate the feminist politics, the strong voices heard from isolated spaces, this film has attempted to 
communicate as optimistic and positive. 
Notes 
1. A bunch of secrets, stay close and I’ll tell you.With one eye full of mischief and the other full of sorrow. 
2. Thozhil Kendrathilekku (To the Workplace), one of the first feminist plays in Malayalam, was a reaction of oppressed women in the 
Namboodiri community against gender inequalities. The play was an attempt at changing the image bestowed on namboodiri women 
by the traditionally acknowledged male hegemony. It was a strong reaction on the part of the oppressed women of the community 
against a multitude of gender inequalities. 
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